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Your Digital Sales Funnel. 
And what you can do about it.  
 
In a recent survey from DemandGen, 70% of marketers say 
their lead development budgets will increase, and 34% say 
their spending will grow by more than 20%. 

Digital now represents half of the $656 billion spent on advertising, according to 
CNBC. The recent increase in digital spending is resulting in enterprises focusing 
more time on considering how effective their lead-to-revenue management 
workflows are currently performing and how to improve it. 

It is the integration of metrics, processes, and goals that corporations use to shape 
marketing strategies and sales practices. If the digital inquiry handling process is 
inefficient, then a corporation’s entire digital sales funnel could be jeopardized.  

With the recent increase in digital advertising, marketing departments use many 
tools and metrics to monitor their spending and track revenues. Having a firm grip on 
ROIs of these tools is a necessity for today’s digital marketers.  

When seeking to improve your overall lead automation efforts, the process of 
optimizing your digital sales funnel is critical. It will directly affect your lead inquiry 
close rates and marketing ROI. 

When selecting a lead automation platform, if you take into consideration concepts 
of Lead Pursuit and Feedback along with a user friendly and flexible interface, you will 
be on the path to success. Vantage by Lead Assign is used by leading enterprises to 
automate the intelligent routing of every inquiry to the right salesperson - in real time. 

 

Here are three reports to set the foundation as you optimize 
your inbound lead inquiry handling workflow and processes 
that involve many sales teams across a large corporation.   



 
 

SECTION 1 
You're not selling me anything. 

 

 

Seriously, why 

would you 

contact me 

without knowing 

anything about 

why I reached 

out to you? 

 

 

It happens pretty often these days. I check out some software, provide my information, and 

get in preparation for the onslaught of emails and phone calls. Really?  

Just because I’m kicking tires, does it mean you know what my business problem is? 

I can remember when selling was a highly coveted skill in most organizations. Yes, product, 

accounting, and finance disliked sales for many different reasons. But those who 

appreciated the sales teams understood that the lights stay on only by keeping the sales 

team selling. That was really not long ago. 

In those days, it was less about cadence, content, funneling and automating, but rather 

about finding commonality and context — for those that excelled. Through the relentless 

automation of the last five years, I suspect many organizations have lost the key skills of 

understanding Commonality and Context. 

à Commonality — Has a company created a solution that addresses a common 

interest for the potential buyer? 



 
 

à Context — Is the commonality something that is important enough to be 

addressed immediately? 

You’d be surprised how difficult this seems to be for companies that have only a prescribed 

automation and conversion plan for their sales team. It works in principle, but anyone 

responsible for B2B enterprise sales knows it takes more. 

I’ve been helping some sales folks at a young growing SaaS company move from on-off to 

a more nuanced enterprise approach that includes discovery sessions and business casing 

to enterprises that might benefit from their sales management platform. 

What I’ve found in teams that are extremely successful is that the two C’s are still critical. 

We’ve taken the guesswork out of ensuring the leads the marketing team generates are 

routed to the appropriate sales team member by enriching the context of the lead to better 

support the commonality and context of the first contact. 

It’s a fact that a lead contacted within the first five minutes has a 900% greater likelihood 

of converting — but not if the contact does not have the appropriate context in the first 

contact. 

Patented Technology 

Enterprise companies use the Lead Assign patented technology to automate getting the 

right lead in the right salesperson’s hands in real time. Vantage makes sure you have the 

best opportunity to properly engage with a lead helping to close that sale. 

  



 
 

 

SECTION 2 
What is a Lead Automation Platform? 

 

 

Hint —  

It’s not your CRM. 

 

 

Basics of a Lead Automation Platform 

As more marketing spend shifts online, lead automation and routing are coming under 

more scrutiny. Managing the absolute top of the funnel and having visibility to these leads 

is more important today than ever. When shopping for a Lead Automation suite, consider 

key features to see if it suits your business. 

What is Lead AUtomation? 

Let’s start with what lead automation is and what it isn’t. Lead automation isn’t the act of 

generating leads nor is it the act of selling leads. Lead automation also isn’t customer 

relationship management nor is it marketing automation. Lead automation as we see it is 

the process of consuming a digital marketing generated lead, interpreting the 

lead, routing the lead to the best sales team member, and gathering feedback about the 

lead. It’s a 360-degree view of the lead. 



 
 

Ultimately the lead will enter a CRM or marketing automation platform but only after it 

has been intelligently routed and responded to — this, in essence, is lead automation. 

Let’s look at the four key stages: 

1. Consuming the Lead 

Consuming the lead is the process that happens after a consumer takes an action like 

filling out a web form, responding to a Facebook ad, talking to your call center, or sending 

any digital request for information that ultimately creates a digital lead. The digital lead 

typically is posted to an inbox like info@thedomain.com and sits waiting for the lead to be 

forwarded to a sales resource based on the human that manages the info @ mailbox. In 

some of the more advanced cases, the lead will be automatically posted to the companies 

CRM for follow up by the sales team. There is however a small problem with this latter 

scenario since it is estimated that only 56% of sales team members use the provided CRM. 

I’m sure without going much further you personally have an example of your own where 

you requested information from a business and after putting the effort forth, didn’t receive 

any reach out other than an automated thanks for submitting an email. Well, this happens 

in 74% of the leads that are generated — no response. Amazing. Imagine the look on the 

face of your head of marketing. 

So, the old way of consuming the lead is predominantly sending to an email inbox or 

directly into a CRM, while the new way (ala Lead Assign) is by using our API and email 

endpoints to have any type of digital lead automatically “consumed” and ready to be 

interpreted. 

2. Interpreting (or Mapping) the Lead 

Research indicates that over 50% of buyers go with the vendor that responds first with the 

most relevant information. Understandably, speed to lead is important, but more critical is 

speed to lead with appropriate context. 

One area that makes a lead management platform standout is its ability to interpret the 

content and ultimately enrich the lead information. While form capture best practices are 

important, the ability to use AI to parse and interpret lead-free form data is what ultimately 

separates the pretenders from the standouts in lead management. 



 
 

While there are differences between B2C and B2B leads, the process for the interpreting 

machine remains the same — determine key lead data points, parse and identify context 

points within the lead, and enrich and store the lead data points. One of the companies we 

handle the process of interpreting lead data for is Royal Lepage. Correctly and accurately 

interpreting lead data for Royal LePage is critical for every lead, it can be the difference 

between a $50,000 commission cheque and nothing. 

Interpreting the lead will also follow the universal rule of garbage in, garbage out. Poorly 

formatted data or invalid data should be quickly sifted out of incoming leads. It is critical 

your lead automation platform also ensure the quality of data by validating data format 

and correctness, advanced platforms will also validate key points like telephone numbers 

and active email addresses via third party services. 

Enriching the lead with additional data can be important for sales teams as well. 

Appending social media information where the consumer grants can assist sales teams 

like insurance brokers to have a better view of a consumer or for a business lead appending 

business size and location details can provide a necessary leg up in the first contact. 

3. Routing the Lead (matching the right salesperson) 

After the lead has been appropriately interpreted and mapped it needs to be routed. The 

most important part of routing is ensuring it goes to the best salesperson based on the 

lead’s context. It allows sales teams and partner teams to act on the leads in a timely and 

effective manner. 

Traditionally you have to choose one of the following routing strategies: 

à Push — Leads are assigned.  

à Pull — Leads are claimed.  

à Round Robin — Evenly distributes leads to agents in order. 

à Shark Tank — Multiple agents contacted, first to respond is assigned lead.  

à Top Producer — Assign leads based on agent performance.  

à Cherry Pick — Agents view leads and claim the ones they want.  

à Blind Pull — Agents claim leads without seeing details first. 



 
 

Your sales team is a diverse collection of individuals. Many have different skill sets, different 

seniority, different locations, some are mentors, some manage their oven teams — the 

point is no two sales teams are the same. It is critical then to make sure that every lead 

goes to the right sales team member. 

The process of determining that critical lead flow to follow will directly affect your close 

rates. The lead management platform should need to, therefore, be very flexible in 

handling multiple rules. Too often CRM packages impose either no contextual rules or rigid 

hierarchical rules that don’t work with your desired flow. 

While your overall flow is important, here’s something else relative to your flow to 

consider…your team performance will change over time, so I do I ensure I’m optimizing the 

best performers. Here’s where the real routing magic takes place. Having to continually 

update your flow based on how agents are doing is not efficient. Ideally your flow and how 

the leads are routed should automatically adjust, but how? 

Here’s where data and the ability to use it is important. Advanced platforms can use AI 

(Artificial Intelligence) to adapt to the overall use of the platform by the agents. At Lead 

Assign we use AI to create scoring algorithms on agent performance. The platform can 

dynamically score agents based on lead acceptance rates, response times, feedback given 

etc. Agents with good performance scores are given more time to accept leads. 

Performance scores are also visible via the agent dashboard. A great resource for coaching! 

4. Collecting Lead feedback 

In the marketing and sales relationship, too often you’ll hear from sales “leads are of low 

quality” and marketing “sales isn’t engaging and closing our leads”. 

One if the unintended consequences of an exercise in employing the right lead 

management platform for your business is your ability to better tie marketing spend 

allocations based on feedback from your team that interacts directly with your customers. 

Automated feedback in a form that is simple and does not overburden the team is 

essential. 

Receiving feedback on customer interactions should be a breeze. with Lead Assigns 

Automated Follow Up. After an agent accepts a lead you can send an automated request 

for feedback. The agent uses our follow up feedback form to provide key metrics such as 

“Did you successfully contact the lead?” “What is the status (closed/in progress)?” “What is 



 
 

the value of the lead?” etc. All the responses are trackable in the dashboard and can be 

integrated into your CRM or back office platform. 

Need clarification on a lead, or have a question about progress? Your platform needs to be 

able to accommodate not only for sales executives or managers but for the marketing 

team. Our Admin/Agent Messaging channel makes it easy to communicate with your sales 

team. From within the leads screen simply add a comment. This triggers a notification to 

the agent that there is a comment that requires their attention, all in a chat interface that 

is simple to use. 

Patented Technology 

Enterprise companies use the Lead Assign patented technology to automate getting the 

right lead in the right salesperson’s hands in real time. Vantage makes sure you have the 

best opportunity to properly engage with a lead helping to close that sale. 

  



 
 

 

Section 3 
3 things you can implement to streamline  
your digital sales funnel 

 

 

Routing and tracking leads 

are a great start but let's 

outline some other technical 

strategies to make sure you 

get the most out of your 

marketing spend. 

 

 

Routing and tracking leads are great starts, but I want to outline some other technical 

strategies to make sure you are getting the most out of your marketing spend. 

1. Reduce required fields in lead forms 

You’ve created your beautiful landing page and you have made sure you are targeting 

the appropriate customer. If the goal is to have a visitor fill out a form and reach out, 

you need to give the actual form some serious thought. 

Nobody likes to fill out a form and have it reject based on a missed field. Make sure you 

are only asking the bare minimum in order to qualify a lead. You can, and should, use 

other data points like the URL of the page, history, user data (assuming you are allowed 

to collect and pass that information) to dynamically add context to the lead payload. 



 
 

In most cases, the simpler the form, the better. Simple forms = more submissions. But 

be careful, the goal is to ask little of your customer, but provide the most context to 

your salespeople. 

2. Implement reCaptcha and keep Lead Assign spam rules up to date 

If your salespeople are bombarded by spam and low-quality leads, they will eventually 

start ignoring them. 

There are a number of things you can do to protect your forms and digital lead capture 

systems from abuse. The first is to protect at the source using ReCaptcha V3. The 

newest version of googles spam protection protects in the background. ReCAPTCHA 

v3 will never interrupt your users, so you can run it whenever you like without affecting 

conversion. 

The next step is to monitor your spam settings within Lead Assign. We allow you to set 

a spam score, essentially how strict we are determining if a lead is spam. You can also 

set whitelists and blacklists for your lead sources. 

Using a combination of these tactics will help ensure the leads your salespeople 

receive are from real customers and are always acted on when received. 

3. Keep your CRM in the loop 

So, you have a CRM. Is it kept up to date? Do salespeople login and make sure customer 

records are current? 

There are a million CRM’s out there. They are not all created equally, and users love to 

not log in and update customer records! That’s why we made it possible to integrate 

Lead Assign with just about any CRM. 

By Integrating Lead Assign, your CRM will be updated based on actions taken by your 

salespeople without requiring them to log in. 

When a customer is contacted, your CRM will be updated. When a customer’s signals 

intent to purchase, your CRM will be updated. When a customer makes a purchase… 

you get the idea. 



 
 

This functionality is a game changer in large distributed sales networks. You finally have 

insight as to what happens with a lead once it has been given to a salesperson and your 

CRM can trigger any number of processes based on actions taken. This means it will finally 

have the data it needs to actually Manage the Customer Relationship. Think of Lead 

Assign as your SRM (Salesperson Relationship Manager). 

Patented Technology 

Enterprise companies use the Lead Assign patented technology to automate getting the 

right lead in the right salesperson’s hands in real time. Vantage makes sure you have the 

best opportunity to properly engage with a lead helping to close that sale. 

 
 
  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Intelligently route and connect.  
Scalable conversion capture technology. 
Enterprise-grade data reporting. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Intelligent Enterprise Lead Automation Solution 

Enterprise battle tested, globally scalable, localized, and purpose  
built to handle the demanding needs of enterprises like yours. 

Get started now. 

Let’s book a 30-minute discovery session to determine  
your needs and give you an overview of our solutions. 
 
 
https://vantage.leadassign.com/ 
 


